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Investment Summary
 AB-ICI decline narrowed to 1% in January after 7% in the previous month thanks to more stable markets


Macro data improved in January; however, it came at the expense of household savings



Tight budget execution in January supports positive expectations for 2H16

AB-ICI declined 1% in January

Household savings in FX
dropped $4bn in January
to finance local spending
and possibly crossborder transfers to
protect large deposits
from bail-in

A more dovish Fed
stance, oil stabilizing at
$30-35/bbl and Latin
America woes supported
market interest to Russia

AB-ICI narrowed its decline to 1% m/m in January after the 7% collapse in
December, which mainly reflects the end of the most recent wave of global market
turmoil. The internally-driven AB-ICI components remain under pressure from the
tight budget policy, which forces households to spend savings. However,
expectations of faster budget spending in 2H16 are likely to support sentiment
from here.


Economic confidence fell, reflecting a drop in household savings. In
January, Russian FX retail deposits dropped unexpectedly by $4bn, or 4%.
This decline partially reflects a preference to finance extra spending, which
helped to improve the retail trade drop to 7.3% y/y in January from 15.3%
y/y in December. This might also partially reflect transfers to Belarus by high
net worth individuals in response to recent initiative to make deposits of over
RUB100mn subject to bail-in during bank failures.



Foreign confidence declined, as foreign banks continued to reduce their
presence in Russia. The contraction of the retail lending market and the
US’s renewed indication that international sanctions are unlikely to be lifted
will probably put pressure on the foreign banks’ activity in Russia.



Market confidence increased, as global markets managed to stabilize
toward the end of January thanks to the Fed’s more dovish stance. With
oil prices temporarily stabilizing at $30-35/bbl, Russia’s attractiveness
relative to its peers – especially in the Latin and South America (Brazil and
Argentina) – has improved. That said, the sanction-driven refusal of global
majors to participate in Russia’s sovereign Eurobond placement suggests
a low likelihood of large inflows to Russian bonds and equities.

Figure 1: AB-ICI down 1% in January
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AB-ICI decline slowed
to 1% thanks to
stabilization of market
sentiment
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Oil price stabilizes at
$30-35/bbl, but
downside risks remain
– China the factor to
watch

Since the end of January, AB-ICI has been benefitting from a more stable global
environment. First, the financial markets saw some rebound following the Fed’s
indication that the upward movement in its key rate might be smoother than
initially believed. Second, oil did not test new lows, remaining in the $30-35/bbl
range. Finally, the recent negative news regarding the disappointing performance
of Brazil and Argentina has improved Russia’s relative attractiveness for global
portfolio investors. That said, the key pillar of this stabilization, the oil price,
remains shaky. While the upswings in the price are driven by news on the supply
side, including the discussed commitment of some oil nations to freeze production,
the demand side poses a longer-term threat to prices, in our view. The new round
of declines on the Chinese stock market, which lost 10% of its capitalization in the
last week of February, and PBoC’s move to lower reserve requirements, serve as
another indication of the pressures on the market and highlight risks to global
demand.

Russian consumer
trend resilient to oil
price decline, as ruble
depreciation sparks
panic buying and
redirects household
spending from foreign
travel to local
consumption

Recent macro data indicate that Russia is weathering the recent oil price drop.
The key positive surprise was the sharp improvement in the retail trade dynamic
from a 15.3% y/y contraction in December 2015 to 7.3% y/y drop in January.
While most of this move was due to the base effect, the figure still exceeds
expectations of a 8.5-10.0 decrease. As abovementioned, this move was partially
financed by the decline in savings; however, on the positive side, we also note that
the overall consumer confidence was supported by the stabilization of
unemployment at 5.8% and the narrowing of the real salary drop from 8.4% y/y in
December 2015 to 6.1% y/y in January 2016. Overall, we note that new sanctions
against Turkey and Egypt, as well as ruble depreciation, create an opportunity for
the reallocation of household budget from foreign travel to local spending, which
could soften the blow of the oil price shock on local consumption.

Budget spending: risk
for 1H16, opportunity
for 2H16

We believe that budget policy will be the key internal factor defining the sentiment
in Russia in the coming months. Recent budget statistics have confirmed our view
that the cabinet is targeting a very tight execution of budget spending at the
beginning of the year: the January spending of RUB0.7tn was significantly below
the average RUB0.8-1.0tn spending in previous Januarys; 12M spending showed
a 5% y/y nominal decline for the first time since early 2000s. However, with the
FY16 spending plan still implying zero-to-small-positive spending growth, this
approach suggests that possible support could come in the electoral 2H16. The
expectations of some budget easing should support sentiment in the corporate
and the household sentiment – a positive guidance for AB-ICI in the coming
months, provided downside oil price risks do not materialize.

Figure 2: Key Russian indicators, % and % y/y
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Figure 3: Budget spending, % y/y
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RATING DEFINITIONS
Alfa Bank applies a three-tier rating system for stocks under coverage. These ratings are based on the expected total stock return, which is
the sum of the return to the target price and the expected dividend yield.
The ratings are:
Overweight (O/W):

Expected total stock return > 15%

Equal Weight (E/W):

Expected total stock return < 15% and > 0%

Underweight (U/W):

Expected total stock return < 0%

Owing to price volatility and our policy of not changing our ratings in response to frequent, short-term misalignments with expected returns,
our ratings may sometimes not conform with the ranges indicated above.
In addition to the ratings above, we may occasionally assign the following classifications to stocks covered:
Restricted (R):

A rating, target price or financial forecasts are not disclosed owing to compliance or other
regulatory considerations.

Under Review (U/R):

In response to recent or pending news flow requiring a significant overhaul or amendment of a
company’s financial model, the previous rating and/or target price is temporarily not disclosed.

Coverage in Transition (I/T)

Due to changes in the research team, the disclosure of a stock’s rating and/or any other stockspecific information is temporarily suspended. The stock stays in Alfa Bank’s coverage universe
and usual disclosures will be resumed in due course.

Not Rated (N/R)

The stock is not in Alfa Bank’s coverage universe at the time the research product referring to it is
published.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The contents of this document have been prepared by Joint Stock Company Alfa Bank ("Alfa Bank"), as Investment Research within the
meaning of Article 24 of Commission Directive 2006/73/EC implementing the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2004/39/EC
("MiFID"). Alfa Capital Holdings (Cyprus) Limited ("ACC") is distributing this document to its clients in the EEA and accepts no responsibility
towards any other classes of recipient. Alfa Bank and ACC have in place appropriate conflicts of interest policies and procedures aimed at
ensuring the objectivity of the information contained in this document. The information contained in this document is provided for
information purposes only and is not a marketing communication, investment advice or personal recommendation within the meaning of
MiFID. The information must not be used or considered as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell or to buy or subscribe for any securities
or financial instruments. In the UK, this document does not constitute a Financial Promotion within the meaning of section 21 of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended). ACC is regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission under
license number CIF 025/04. This document is not for distribution to retail clients as defined by MiFID and may not be communicated to such
persons. This document is not for distribution or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be
contrary to local law or regulation or which would subject Alfa Bank, ACC or any other group entity to authorization, licensing or other
registration requirements under applicable laws. The information contained in this document is the exclusive property of Alfa Bank.
Unauthorized duplication, replication or dissemination of this document, in whole or in part, without the express written consent of Alfa Bank
is strictly prohibited. Although the information in this document has been obtained from, and is based on, sources Alfa Bank believes to be
reliable, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Alfa Bank, ACC or the authors. ACC and its officers and employees
do not accept any responsibility as to the accurateness or completeness of any information herein or as to whether any material facts have
been omitted. All information stated herein is subject to change without notice. ACC makes no warranty or representation that any
securities referred to herein are suitable for all recipients and any recipients considering investment decisions should seek appropriate
independent advice. Nothing in this document constitutes tax, legal or accounting advice. Alfa Bank, ACC and their associated companies,
officers, directors or employees (excluding any financial analysts or other personnel involved in the production of research), from time to
time, may deal in, hold or act as market makers or advisors, brokers or commercial and/or investment bankers in relation to the securities,
financial instruments and companies mentioned in this email, or may have been, or may be represented on the board of such companies. If
such circumstances arise, Alfa Bank, ACC and their associated companies have in place appropriate conflicts of interest policies and
procedures to ensure that investment research remains independent and objective. A summary of ACC's conflicts of interests policy,
containing details relevant to investment research, is available upon request from ACC. ACC has arranged for Alfa Bank and other relevant
group entities involved in the production of research to implement equivalent policies.
Alfa Bank is incorporated, focused and based in the Russian Federation and is not affiliated with US-based Alfa Insurance.
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